We propose a family of renormalization group transformations characterized by free parameters that may be tuned in order to reduce the truncation e ects. As a check we test them in the three dimensional XY model. The Schwinger{Dyson equations are used to study the renormalization group ow.
INTRODUCTION
One of the key problems of the application of the renormalization group (RG) ideas in the context of Monte Carlo Simulations is the growth, under the RG transformations, of signi cant couplings not considered in the original action. This e ect being a consequence of a RG xed point that is situated relatively far away from the simulation point. Our proposal will be to improve one of the ingredients of the RG transformation, namely the eld renormalization de nition, in such a way that it will bring the RG xed point closer to the simulation point so as to reduce the truncation e ects. At the same time we want to keep the RG transformation as simple as possible because we are mainly interested in gauge theories. In order to test the reliability of the method we have chosen the three dimensional XY model, with well known critical properties.
Our procedure will be to generate con gurations at the critical point 1;c = 0:45420(2), where the appropriate observables will be measured. We will then perform iteratively the RG transformations for di erent parameters and measure the observables on the blocked lattices. As we will see it is possible, through the lattice Schwinger{Dyson equations 1], to obtain from these measures the (blocked) renormalized couplings at each blocking level. We are thus able to follow the RG ow in the two dimensional parameter space of couplings 1 ; 2 , nearest neighbors and next to nearest neighbors, respectively. We compute also the thermal exponent from the RG ow and from a Finite Size Scaling Analysis.
RG TRANSFORMATION
A RG transformation consists on renormalizing the elds and blocking the lattice from L to L=2. For gauge theories one is forced, in order to preserve gauge invariance, to take the mean over ordered products of links along xed{ends trajectories. This procedure can become hard to compute specially for parallel machines. Our approach would be to perform a smearing (relaxation) step previous to the actual eld renormalization(decimation). These relaxational techniques are well known in other problems like spectroscopy or topological studies 2].
There are di erent ways to de ne the smearing step, a plausible guess would be to consider the relaxation driven by the heat equation
However, at nite lattice spacing it is not obvious which actual transformation performs better. We will choose a smearing transformation that a posteriori will show to have better properties. The criterion that we impose to deduce it is that it should preserve locally the form of the Hamiltonian. For the XY model for instance, the contribution of the spin at site n to the energy can be written as Refe i n P e ?i n+ g = Re e i ; > 0. With the transformation n;s+1 = n;s + Arg X e i( n+ ? n) it is easily seen that, locally, the energy changes to cos (1? ) ]. Other options have been tested and we have found that they are less e cient.
The smearing parameter can be combined with the iterative number of smearing steps n s in order to select the RG transformation that has its xed point as close as possible to the simulation (critical) point.
We use the S{D equations to follow the RG ow in the coupling space. They give us a linear systems of equations at every blocking level. For the XY model, assuming that the interaction is exclusively nearest neighbor 1 6 = 0 at all blocking levels the S{D may be written as (1)
Should we consider also next to nearest neighbors interaction, the S{D equations would provide a 2 2 system of linear equations (see 3] for details).
We have mainly used the Wol 's Single Cluster (WSC) algorithm 4] with lattice sizes L = 8; 16; 32 and 64, where we have generated 100, 50, 40 and 10 thousands of con gurations respectively. Successive con gurations are separated by a mean of 200 single cluster spin updates and one sweep of Metropolis. We have the interesting opportunity to study the performance of this updating algorithm at di erent scales and to compare it with others such as the Metropolis algorithm see Fig.1 . In it we have plotted the integrated autocorrelation time for the pure WSC, Metropolis and the one used in this paper respectively. There it can be seen that, as expected, the WSC performs better at large scales while Metropolis do the opposite. Notice also that by adding just one Metropolis step to every 200 WSC updates all the scales are similarly treated.
The results presented amount for a total CPU time of only one month of Workstation. We remark that our interest is mainly on the RG trans- formation itself and that we apply it to the 3d XY model only as a test.
As a rst test of the e ciency we try to tune the smearing parameters in such a way that the xed point of the so de ned RG transformation would be as close as possible to = ( c ; 0; 0; :::). To do that we compute the blocked couplings b 1 , calculated with (1) in a 16 3 lattice for di erent smearing parameters choices. We obtained that the matching of the blocked couplings is optimal for the RG de ned by (n s ; ) = (2; 0:285).
As a second test it is possible, using a two dimensional generalization of (1), to compute the nearest and next to nearest neighbors couplings 1 ; 2 at blocking level b. Thus we can draw the RG ow in the two dimensional parameter space ( 1 ; 2 ) (see Fig. 2 ). There it is clearly seen the importance of the appropriate tuning of the RG parameters (n s ; ). For the choice (2; 0:285) it can be seen that in the rst two RG steps the ow approaches the xed point (0:43; 0:02) while in the third step and, more obviously, in the fourth step it leaves the xed point in the relevant direction, following the renormalized trajectory. The di erence between the coupling b 1 computed in the one coupling (nearest neighbors) approximation and when two couplings are considered , in a 64 3 , is small (5%) for the rst four levels of coupling giving us an estimation of the order of the systematic errors introduced. Strong nite size e ects manifest themselves in a higher di erence between the two calculations of the coupling in the last blocking level.
We have also computed the critical exponent from derivatives of the couplings, obtaining values with systematic errors lower than 3% just after one RG step. For the L = 64 lattice we obtain from a linear t = 0:0649(20).
Another somewhat independent measure can be obtained from Finite Size Scaling arguments. Starting from di erent lattice sizes L 1 ; L 2 we arrive, after several RG steps, to the same given size L (usually L = 2). By comparing the { derivatives of some observable on the L = 2 lattice coming from L 1 ; L 2 , we obtain directly the critical exponent through 
In Fig. 3 we plot the estimation using the previous formula for the plaquette operator as well as the 1 coupling obtained from the S{D equations. In summary we have proposed a family of RG transformations characterized by the parameters (n s ; ) whose main advantages are: it is easily implemented, has small truncation e ects (at least for the tested model) and it may be ported with small modi cations to parallel machines.
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